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Abstract. This paper initiates formal analysis of a simple, distributed
algorithm for community detection on networks. We analyze an algorithm that we call Max-LPA, both in terms of its convergence time and
in terms of the “quality” of the communities detected. Max-LPA is an
instance of a class of community detection algorithms called label propagation algorithms. As far as we know, most analysis of label propagation
algorithms thus far has been empirical in nature and in this paper we
seek a theoretical understanding of label propagation algorithms. In our
main result, we deﬁne a clustered version of Erdös-Rényi random graphs
with clusters V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk where the probability p, of an edge connecting
nodes within a cluster Vi is higher than p , the probability of an edge connecting nodes in distinct clusters.
that even with fairly general

 We show
1
for any  > 0, p = O(p2 ), where
restrictions on p and p (p = Ω n1/4−
n is the number of nodes), Max-LPA detects the clusters V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn
in just two rounds. Based on this and on empirical results, we conjecture
that Max-LPA can correctly and quickly identify communities on clustered Erdös-Rényi graphs even when the clusters are much sparser, i.e.,
n
for some c > 1.
with p = c log
n

1

Introduction

The problem of eﬃciently analyzing large social networks spans several areas in
computer science. One of the key properties of social networks is their community
structure. A community in a network is a group of nodes that are “similar” to
each other and “dissimilar” from the rest of the network. There has been a lot of
work recently on deﬁning, detecting, and identifying communities in real-world
networks [9, 7, 25]. It is usually, but not always, the tendency for vertices to be
gathered into distinct groups, or communities, such that edges between vertices
in the same community are dense but inter-community edges are sparse [21, 9].
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A community detection algorithm takes as input a network and outputs a partition of the vertex set into “communities”. Detecting communities can allow us
to understand attributes of vertices from the network topology alone.
There are many metrics to measure the “quality” of the communities detected
by a community detection algorithm. A popular and widely adopted metric is
graph modularity deﬁned by Newman [22]. This measure is obtained by summing
up, over all communities of a given partition, the diﬀerence between the observed
fraction of links inside the community and the expected value of this quantity
for a null model, that is, a random network having the same size and same
degree sequence. Other popular measures include graph conductance [12] and
edge betweenness [9].
The community detection problem has connections to the graph partitioning
problem which has been well studied since 1970s [5, 13, 14, 26]. Graph partitioning problems are usually modeled as combinatorial optimization problems
and this approach requires a precise sense of the objective function being optimized. Sometimes additional criteria such as the number of parts or the sizes
of parts also need to be speciﬁed. In contrast, the notion of communities is relatively “fuzzy” [8] and changes from application to application. Furthermore,
researchers in social network analysis are reluctant to over-specify properties
of communities and would rather let algorithms “discover” communities in the
given network. For a survey of the diﬀerent approaches that have been proposed
to ﬁnd community structure in networks, see Fortunato’s work [8].
The focus of this paper is a class of seemingly simple community detection
algorithms called label propagation algorithms (LPA). Raghavan et al. [25] seem
to be the ﬁrst to study label propagation algorithms for detecting network communities. The advantage of a LPA is, in addition to its simplicity, the fact that
it can be easily parallelized or distributed. The generic LPA works as follows:
initially each node in the network is assigned a unique label. In each iteration
every node updates its label to the label which is the most frequent in its neighborhood; ties are broken randomly. One obtains variants of LPA by varying how
the initial label assignment is made, how ties are broken, and whether a node
includes itself in computing the most frequent label in its neighborhood. In this
paper, we analyze a speciﬁc instance of LPA called Max-LPA in which nodes
are assigned initial labels uniformly at random from some large enough space.
Also, if there is a tie, it is broken in favor of the larger label. Finally, a node
includes its own label in determining the most frequent label in its neighborhood.
At any point during the execution of a LPA, a community is simply all nodes
with the same label. The intuition behind using a LPA for community detection
is that a single label (the maximum label in the case of Max-LPA) can quickly
become the most frequent label in neighborhoods within a dense cluster whereas
labels have trouble “traveling” across a sparse set of edges that might connect
two dense clusters. A LPA is said to have converged if it starts cycling through
a collection of states. Ideally, we would like LPA to converge to a cycle of period
one, i.e., to a state in which any further execution of LPA yields the same state.
However, this is not always possible. In fact, part of the diﬃculty of analyzing
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LPA stems from the randomized tie-breaking rule. This way of breaking ties
makes it diﬃcult to estimate the period of the cycle that the algorithm eventually
converges to. The version of LPA that we analyze, namely Max-LPA, does not
suﬀer from this problem because Poljak and Sůra [24] have shown in a diﬀerent
context that Max-LPA converges to a cycle of period 1 or 2.
Despite the simplicity of LPA, there has been very little formal analysis of
either the convergence time of LPA or the quality of communities produced
by it. There have been papers [25, 16, 4] that provide some empirical results
about LPAs. For example, the number of iterations of label updates required
for the correct convergence of LPA is around 5 [25], but it is hard to derive
any fundamental conclusions about LPA’s behavior, even on speciﬁc families
of networks, from these empirical results. One reason for this state of aﬀairs is
that despite its simplicity, even on simple networks, LPA can have complicated
behavior, not unlike epidemic processes that model the spread of disease in a
networked population [20]. Our goal in this paper is to initiate a systematic
analysis of the behavior of Max-LPA, both in terms of its convergence time
and in terms of the “quality” of communities produced.
Watts and Strogatz [28] have pointed out that the classical Erdös-Rényi model
of random graphs diﬀers from real-world social, technological, and biological networks in several critical ways. Following this, a variety of other random graph
models have been considered as models of real-world networks. These include
the configuration model [18, 2], the Watts-Strogatz model [28], preferential attachment models [1], etc. (for deﬁnitions and more examples, see [19]). There is
no empirical study or formal analysis of LPAs on these classes of networks. As
our ﬁrst step towards developing analysis techniques for LPAs we deﬁne a clustered version of Erdös-Rényi random graphs and present a formal proof of the
running times of LPAs on these networks. We realize that Erdös-Rényi networks
and even clustered Erdös-Rényi networks are inadequate models of real world
networks, but believe that our analysis techniques could be useful in general.
The variants of LPA can naturally be viewed as distributed algorithms, meaning each node only has local knowledge, i.e., knowledge of its label and the
labels of its neighbors obtained by means of message passing along edges of the
networks. Distributed algorithms are generally classiﬁed as synchronous or asynchronous algorithms. (The reader is referred to standard books (e.g., [23]) for a
full exposition of these terms). Here we analyze a synchronous version of MaxLPA. The algorithm proceeds in rounds and in each round each node sends its
label to all neighbors and then updates its label based on the labels received
from neighbors and its own label.
1.1

Preliminaries

We use G = (V, E) to denote an undirected connected graph (network) of size
n = |V |. For v ∈ V , we denote by N (v) = {u : u ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E} the
neighborhood of v in graph G, by deg(v) = |N (v)| the degree of v, and by
Δ(G) = maxv∈V deg(v) the maximum degree over all the vertices in G. A k-hop
neighborhood (k  1) of v is deﬁned as Nk (v) = {w : distG (w, v) ≤ k} \ {v}.
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Algorithm 1. Max-LPA on a node v
i=0
lv [i] ← random(0,1)
while true do
i + +;
send lv [i − 1] to ∀u ∈ N (v)
receive lu [i −1] from ∀u ∈ N (v)



lv [i] ← max  | u∈N  (v) [u [i − 1] == ] ≥ u∈N  (v) [u [i − 1] ==  ] for all 
end while

We denote the closed neighborhood (respectively, closed k-hop neighborhood ) of
v as N  (v) = N (v) ∪ {v} (respectively, Nk (v) = Nk (v) ∪ {v}).
Denote by u (t) the label of node u just before round t. When the round
number is clear from the context, we use u to denote the current label of u.
Since the number of labels in the network is ﬁnite, LPA will behave periodically
starting in some round t∗ , i.e., for some p ≥ 1, 0 ≤ i < p, and j = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
u (t∗ + i) = u (t∗ + i + j · p)
for all u ∈ V . Then we say that Max-LPA has converged in t∗ rounds.
We now describe Max-LPA precisely (see Algorithm 1). Every node v ∈ V
is assigned a unique label uniformly and independently at random. For concreteness, we assume that these labels come from the range [0, 1]. At the start of a
round, each node sends its label to all neighboring nodes. After receiving labels
from all neighbors, a node v updates its label as:
⎫
⎧
⎬
⎨


[u == ] ≥
[u ==  ] for all  ,
(1)
lv ← max  |
⎭
⎩


u∈N (v)

u∈N (v)

where [u == ] evaluates to 1 if u = , otherwise evaluates to 0. Note that
there is no randomness in the algorithm after the initial assignments of labels.
By “w.h.p.” (with high probability) we mean with probability at least 1 − n1c
for some constant c  1. In this paper we repeatedly use the following versions of
a tail bound on the probability distribution of a random variable, due to Chernoﬀ and Hoeﬀding [3, 11]. Let X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm be independent and identically
distributed binary random variables. Let X = m
i=1 Xi . Then, for any 0 ≤  ≤ 1
and c  1,
2 E[X]
3
2
 E[X]
Pr [X < (1 − ) · E[X]] ≤ exp −
2

1
Pr |X − E[X]| > 3c · E[X] · log n ≤ c
n
Pr [X > (1 + ) · E[X]] ≤ exp −

(2)
(3)
(4)
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Results

As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this paper is to counterbalance the predominantly empirical line of research on LPA and initiate a systematic analysis
of Max-LPA. Our main results can be summarized as follows:
– As a “warm-up” we prove (Section 2) that when executed on an n-node
path Max-LPA converges to a cycle of period one in Θ(log n) rounds w.h.p.
Moreover, we show that w.h.p. the state that Max-LPA converges to has
Ω(n) communities.
– In our main result (Section 3), we deﬁne a class of random graphs that we
call clustered Erdös-Rényi graphs. A clustered Erdös-Rényi graph G = (V, E)
comes with a node partition Π = (V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk ) and pairs of nodes in each
Vi are connected with probability pi and pairs of nodes in distinct parts in
Π are connected with probability p < mini {pi }. Since p is small relative
to any of the pi ’s, one might view a clustered Erdös-Rényi graph as having
a natural community structure given by Π. We prove that even with fairly
general restrictions on the pi ’s and p and on the sizes of the Vi ’s, MaxLPA converges to a period-1 cycle in just 2 rounds, w.h.p. and “correctly”
identiﬁes Π as the community structure of G.

1/4
log n
.
– Roughly speaking, the above result requires each pi to be Ω
n
We believe that Max-LPA would correctly and quickly identify Π as the
community structure of a given clustered Erdös-Rényi graph even when the
n
pi ’s are much smaller, e.g. even when pi = c log
for c > 1. However, at
n
this point our analysis techniques do not seem adequate for situations with
smaller pi values and so we provide empirical evidence (Section 4) for our
conjecture that Max-LPA correctly converges to Π in O(polylog(n)) rounds
n
for some c > 1 and p is just a logarithmic factor
even when pi = c log
n
smaller than pi .
1.3

Related Work

There are several variants of LPA presented in the literature [4, 10, 27, 17].
Most of these are concerned about “quality” of the output and present empirical
studies of output produced by LPA.
Raghavan et al. [25], based on the experiments, claimed that at least 95% of
the nodes are classiﬁed correctly by the end of 5 rounds of label updates. But
the experiments that they carried out were on the small networks.
Cordasco and Gargano [4] proposed a semi-synchronous approach which is
guaranteed to converge without oscillations and can be parallelized. They provided a formal proof of convergence but did bound the running time of the algorithm. Lui and Murata [17] presented a variation of LPA for bipartite networks
which converges but no formal proof is provided, neither for the convergence nor
for the running time.
Leung et al. [16] presented empirical analysis of quality of output produced
by LPA on larger data sets. From experimental results on a special structured
network they claimed that running time of LPA is O(log n).
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Analysis of Max-LPA on a Path

Consider a path Pn consisting of vertices V = [n] and edge set E = {(i, i + 1) |
1 ≤ i < n}. In this section, we analyze the execution of Max-LPA on a path
network Pn and prove that in O(log n) rounds Max-LPA converges to a state
from which no further label updates occur and furthermore in such a state the
number of communities is Ω(n) w.h.p..
Lemma 1. When Max-LPA is executed on path network Pn , independent of
the initial label assignment, it will converge to a state from which no further label
updates occur.
Proof. First we show that at any point in the execution of Max-LPA, the
subgraph of Pn induced by all nodes with the same label, is a single connected
component. This is true before the ﬁrst round since the initial label assignment
assigns distinct labels to the nodes. Suppose the claim is true just before round
t. Let S = (i, i + 1, . . . , j) be the subgraph of Pn consisting of nodes with label
, just before round t of Max-LPA.
– If S contains two or more nodes then none of the nodes in S will ever change
their label. Moreover, the only other nodes that can acquire label  in round
t are nodes i − 1 and j + 1. Hence, after round t, the set of nodes with label
 still induces a single connected component.
– If S contains a single node, say i, then the only way in which label  might
induce multiple connected components after round t would be if in round t:
(i) node i − 1 acquires label , (ii) node i + 1 acquires label , and (iii) node
i changes its label to some  = . (i) and (ii) above can only happen if  is
larger than the labels of nodes i − 1 and i + 1 just before round t. But, if
this were true, then node i would not change its label in round t.
Hence, in either case the nodes with label  would induce a connected component.
According to Poljak and Sůra [24], Max-LPA has a period of 1 or 2 on any
network with any initial label assignment. To obtain a contradiction we suppose
that Max-LPA has a period of 2 when executed on Pn for some n and some
initial label assignment. Therefore for some v ∈ V and some time t, v (t+2i) = 
and v (t + 2i + 1) =  for  =  and all i = 0, 1, 2, . . .. For v to change its label
from  to  in a round it must be the case that  <  . This is because v
cannot have two neighbors with label  since  can only induce one connected
component. Hence, v acquires the new label  by tie breaking. By a symmetric
argument, for v to change its label from  to  in the next round, it must be the
case that  < . Both conditions cannot be met and we have a contradiction. 
Definition 1. A node v is said to be k-hop maxima if its label v is (strictly)
greater than the labels of all nodes in its k-neighborhood. As a short form, we
will use local maxima to refer to any node that is a 1-hop maxima.
Let M = {i1 , i2 , . . . , ir }, i1 < i2 · · · < ir be the set of nodes which are 2-hop
maxima in Pn for the given initial label assignment. For any 1 ≤ j < r, nodes
ij and ij+1 are said to be consecutive 2-hop maxima.
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Lemma 2. When Max-LPA converges, the number of communities it identifies
is bounded below by the number of 2-hop maxima in the initial label assignment.
Proof. Since all initial node labels are assumed to be distinct, in the ﬁrst round
of Max-LPA every node u ∈ V acquires a label by breaking ties. Since ties are
broken in favor of larger labels, all neighbors of each ij ∈ M will acquire the
corresponding 2-hop maxima label ij . Thus after one round of Max-LPA, for
each ij ∈ M , there are three consecutive nodes in Pn with label ij . None of
these nodes will change their label in future rounds and hence there will be a

community induced by label ij when Max-LPA converges.
Lemma 3. Let D be the maximum distance in Pn between a pair of consecutive
nodes in M . Then the number of rounds that Max-LPA takes to converge is
bounded above by D + 2.
Proof. Call a node v isolated if its label is distinct from the labels of its neighbors.
After the ﬁrst round of Max-LPA each node ij ∈ M and its neighbors acquire
label ij . Therefore, after the ﬁrst round, every connected component of the
graph induced by isolated nodes has size bounded above by D. We now show
that in each subsequent round, the size of every connected component of size two
or more will reduce by at least one. Let S be a component in the graph induced
by isolated nodes, just before round t. Let i be the node with maximum label in
S. Since S contains at least two nodes, without loss of generality suppose that
i + 1 is also in S. In round t, node i could acquire the label of a node outside S.
If this happens i would cease to be isolated after round t. Similarly, in round t,
node i + 1 could acquire the label of a node outside S and would therefore cease
to be isolated after round t. If neither of these happens in round t, then node
i + 1 will acquire the label of node i in round t and node i will not change its
label. In this case, both i and i + 1 will cease to be isolated nodes after round
t. In any case, we see that the size of the component S has shrunk by at least
one in round t. Thus in D + 1 rounds Pn we will reach a state in which all
components in the graph induced by isolated nodes have size one. Isolated nodes
whose labels are larger than the labels of neighbors will make no further label
updates. The remaining isolated nodes will disappear in one more round.

Theorem 1. When Max-LPA is executed on a path Pn , it converges to a state
from which no further label updates occur in O(log n) rounds w.h.p. Furthermore,
in such a state there are Ω(n) communities.
Proof. Partition Pn into “segments” of 5 nodes each. Let S denote the set of
center nodes of these segments. The probability that a node in Pn is a 2-hop
maxima is 15 . Therefore the expected number of nodes in S that end up being
2-hop maxima is n/25. Now note that for any two nodes i, j ∈ S, node i being
a 2-hop maxima is independent of node j being a 2-hop maxima due to the fact
that there are at least 4 nodes between i and j. Therefore, we can apply the
lower tail Chernoﬀ bound (3) to conclude that w.h.p. at least n/50 nodes in Pn
are 2-hop maxima. Combining this with Lemma 2 tell us that when Max-LPA
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converges, it does so to a state in which there are at least n/50 communities
with high probability.
Now consider a contiguous sequence of k 5-node segments. The probability
that none of the centers of the k segments are 2-hop maxima is (4/5)k . Note
that here we use the independence of diﬀerent segment centers becoming 2-hop
maxima. Hence, for a large enough constant c, the probability that none of the
centers of k = c log n consecutive segments are 2-hop maxima is at most 1/n2 .
Using the union bound and observing that there at most n consecutive segment
sequences of length k, we see that the probability that there is a sequence of
k = c log n consecutive segments, none of whose centers are 2-hop maxima, is
at most 1/n. Therefore, with probability at least 1 − 1/n every sequence of
k = c log n consecutive segments contains a segment whose center is a 2-hop
maxima. It follows that the distance between consecutive 2-hop maxima is at
most 5c log n with probability at least 1 − 1/n. The result follows by combining
this with Lemma 3.

The argument given here establishing a linear lower bound on the number of
communities can be easily extended to graphs with maximum degree bounded
by a constant. The argument bounding the convergence time depended crucially on two properties of the underlying graph: (i) degrees being bounded and
(ii) number of paths of length O(log n) being polynomial in number. Thus the
convergence bound can be extended to other graph classes satisfying these two
properties (e.g., trees with bounded degree).

3

Analysis of Max-LPA on Clustered Erdös-Rényi
Graphs

We start this section by introducing a family of “clustered” random graphs that
come equipped with a simple and natural notion of a community structure. We
then show that on these graphs Max-LPA detects this natural community structure in only 2 rounds, w.h.p. provided certain fairly general sparsity conditions
are satisﬁed.
3.1

Clustered Erdös-Rényi Graphs

Recall that for an integer n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, the Erdös-Rényi graph G(n, p)
is the random graph obtained by starting with vertex set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and
connecting each pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , independently with probability p. Let Π
denote a partition (V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk ) of V , let π denote the real number sequence
(p1 , p2 , . . . , pk ), where 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 for all i and let 0 ≤ p < mini {pi }. The
clustered Erdös-Rényi graph G(Π, π, p ) has vertex set V and edges obtained
by independently connecting each pair of vertices u, v ∈ V with probability pi
if u, v ∈ Vi for some i and with probability p , otherwise (see Figure 1). Thus
each induced subgraph G[Vi ] is the standard Erdös-Rényi graph G(ni , pi ), where
ni = |Vi |.
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Fig. 1. The clustered Erdös-Rényi graph. We connect two nodes in the i-th ellipse (i.e.,
Vi ) with probability pi and nodes from diﬀerent ellipses are connected with probability
p < mini {pi }.

Given that p < pi for all i, one might view G(Π, π, p ) as having a natural
community structure given by the vertex partition Π. Speciﬁcally, when p is
much smaller than mini {pi }, the inter-community edge density is much less than
the intra-community edge density and it may be easier to detect the community
structure Π. On the other hand as the intra-community probabilities pi get closer
to p , it may be hard for an algorithm such as Max-LPA to identify Π as the
community structure. Similarly, if an intra-community probability pi becomes
very small, then the subgraph G[Vi ] can itself be quite sparse and independent
of how small p is relative to pi , any community detection algorithm may end up
viewing each Vi as being composed of several communities.
In the rest of the section, we explore values of the pi ’s and p for which
Max-LPA “correctly” and quickly identiﬁes Π as the community structure of
G(Π, π, p ).
3.2

Analysis

In the following theorem we establish fairly general conditions on the probabilities {pi } and p and on the node subset sizes {ni } and n under which Max-LPA
converges correctly, i.e., to the node partition Π, w.h.p. Furthermore, we show
that under these circumstances just 2 rounds suﬃce for Max-LPA to reach
convergence!
Lemma 4. Let G(Π, π, p ) be a clustered Erdös-Rényi graph such that p <
mini { nni }. Let i be the maximum label of a node in Vi . Then for any node
v ∈ Vi the probability that v is not adjacent to a node outside Vi with label higher
than i is at least 1/2e.
Proof. Let v  be a node in V \ Vi . Given that |Vi | = ni and i is the maximum
label among these ni nodes, the probability that the label assigned uniformly at
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random to v  is larger than i is 1/(ni + 1). The probability that v has an edge
to v  and v  has a higher label than i is p /(ni + 1). Therefore the probability
that v  has no edge to a node outside Vi with label larger than i is
1−

n−ni

p
ni + 1

.

We bound this expression below as follows:
1−

p
ni + 1

n−ni

>

1−

p
ni

n

>

1−

1
n

n

>

1
.
2e


Theorem 2. Let G(Π, π, p ) be a clustered Erdös-Rényi graph. Suppose that
the probabilities {pi } and p and the node subset sizes {ni } and n satisfy the
inequalities:
(i) ni p2i > 8np

and

(ii) ni p4i > 1800c log n,

for some constant c. Then, given input G(Π, π, p ), Max-LPA converges correctly to node partition Π in two rounds w.h.p. (Note that condition (ii) implies
for each i, pi > lognini and hence each G[Vi ] is connected.)
Proof. Let Vi = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uni } and without loss of generality assume that
u1 > u2 > · · · > uni . Since all initial node labels are assumed to be distinct,
in the ﬁrst round of Max-LPA every node u ∈ V acquires a label by breaking
ties. Since ties are broken in favor of larger labels, all neighbors of u1 in Vi
that have no neighbor outside Vi with a label larger than u1 will acquire the
label u1 . Consider a node v ∈ Vi . Let β denote the probability that v has no
neighbor outside Vi with label larger than u1 . Note that inequality (i) in the
theorem statement implies the hypothesis of Lemma 4 and therefore β > 1/2e.
The probability that v is a neighbor of u1 and does not have a neighbor outside
Vi is β · pi . Hence, after the ﬁrst round of Max-LPA, in expectation, ni · β · pi
nodes in Vi would have acquired the label u1 . In the rest of the proof we will
use
X := ni · β · pi .
Now consider node uj for j > 1. For a node v ∈ Vi to acquire the label uj
it must be the case that v is adjacent to uj , not adjacent to any node in
{u1 , u2 , . . . , uj−1 }, and not adjacent to any node outside Vi with a label higher
than uj . Since uj is smaller than u1 , the probability that v is not adjacent to
a node outside Vi with label higher than uj is less than β. Thus the probability
that a node in Vi acquires the label uj is at most pi (1 − pi )j−1 · β < pi (1 − pi ) · β.
Furthermore, the probability that a node outside Vi will acquire the label uj at
the end of the ﬁrst round is at most p . Therefore, the expected number of nodes
in V that acquire the label uj , at the end of the ﬁrst round, is in expectation at
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most ni · pi (1 − pi ) · β + (n − ni )p . We now use inequality (i) and the fact that
2βe > 1 to upper bound this expression as follows:
ni · pi (1 − pi ) · β + (n − ni )p < ni · pi (1 − pi ) · β +

2βe · ni p2i
3pi
< ni · p i 1 −
8
4

· β.

Therefore, the expected number of nodes in V that acquire the label uj , at the
end of the ﬁrst round, is in expectation at most
Y := ni · pi 1 −

3pi
4

· β.

It is worth mentioning at this point that X − Y = ni p2i β/4.
Note that all the random variables we have utilized thus far, e.g., the number
of nodes adjacent to u1 and not adjacent to any node outside Vi with label
higher than u1 , can be expressed as sums of independent, identically distributed
indicator random variables. Hence we can bound the deviation of such
√ random

denote
Y
+
3cY log n
variables using the tail
bound
in
(4).
In
particular,
let
Y
√
and X  denote X − 3cX log n. With high probability, at the end of the ﬁrst
round of Max-LPA, the number of nodes in Vi that acquire the label u1 is at
least X  and the number of nodes in V that acquire the label uj , j > 1, is at
most Y  . Next we bound the “gap” between X  and Y  as follows:
X − Y  = X − Y −

3cX log n −

3cY log n

3ni p2i β

− 2 3cX log n
4
3ni p2i β
>
− 2 3cni pi β log n
4
3ni p2i β
3ni p2i β
>
−
4
5
3ni p2i β
=
20
>

The second inequality follows from X − Y = 3ni p2i β/4 and Y < X, the third
from the fact that X = ni pi β, and the fourth by using inequality (ii) from the
theorem statement.
We now condition the execution of the second round of Max-LPA on the
occurrence of the two high probability events: (i) number of nodes in Vi that
acquire the label u1 is at least X  and (ii) the number of nodes in V that
acquire the label uj , j > 1, is at most Y  . Consider a node v ∈ Vi just before
the execution of the second round of Max-LPA. Node v has in expectation
at least pi X  neighbors labeled u1 in Vi . Also, node v has in expectation at
most pi Y  neighbors labeled uj√, for each j > 1, in V . Let us now use X 



to denote
√ the quantity pi X − 3cpi X log n and Y to denote the quantity

pi Y + 3cpi Y log n. By using (4) again, we know that w.h.p. v has at least X 
neighbors with label u1 and at most Y  neighbors with a label uj , j > 1. We
will now show that X  > Y  and this will guarantee that in the second round
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of Max-LPA v will acquire the label u1 , with high probability. Since v is an
arbitrary node in Vi , this implies that all nodes in Vi will acquire the label u1
in the second round of Max-LPA w.h.p.
X  − Y  = pi (X  − Y  ) −

3cpi X  log n −

3cpi Y  log n

3ni p3i
− 2 3cpi X  log n
20

3ni p3i
>
− 2 3cni p2i β log n
20
3ni p3i
ni p3i β
>
−
20
10
3ni p2i
=
20
>0
>

The second inequality follows from the bound on X  − Y  derived earlier and
Y  < X  , the third from the fact that X  < ni pi β, and the fourth by using
inequality (ii) from the theorem statement.
Thus at the end of the second round of Max-LPA, w.h.p., every node in Vi
has label u1 . This is of course true, w.h.p., for all of the Vi ’s. Now note that every
node v ∈ Vi has, in expectation ni pi neighbors in Vi and fewer than np neighbors
outside Vi . Inequality (i) implies that np < ni pi /8 and inequality (ii) implies
that ni pi = Ω(log n). Pick a constant  > 0 such that ni pi (1 + )/8 < ni pi (1 − ).
By applying tail bound (2), we see that w.h.p. v has more than ni pi (1 − )
neighbors in Vi and fewer than ni pi (1 + )/8 neighbors outside Vi . Hence, w.h.p.
v has no reason to change its label. Since v is an arbitrary node in an arbitrary
Vi , w.h.p. there are no further changes to the labels assigned by Max-LPA. 
To understand the implications of Theorem 2 consider the following example.
Suppose that the clustered Erdös-Rényi graph has O(1) clusters and each cluster
had size Θ(n). In such a setting, inequality (ii) from the theorem simpliﬁes
to requiring that each pi = Ω((log n/n)1/4 ) and inequality (ii) simpliﬁes to
p < p2i /c for all i. This tells us, for instance, that Max-LPA converges in
just two rounds on a clustered Erdös-Rényi graph in which each cluster has
Θ(n) vertices and an intra-community probability of Θ(1/n1/3 ) and the intercommunity probability is Θ(1/n2/3 ).
This example raises several questions. If we were willing to allow more time for
Max-LPA to converge, say O(log n) rounds, could we signiﬁcantly weaken the
requirements on the pi ’s and p . Speciﬁcally, could we permit an intra-community
probability pi to become as small as c log n/n for some constant c > 1? Similarly,
could we permit the inter-community probability p to come much closer to the
smallest pi , say within a constant factor.
We believe that it may be possible to obtain such results, but only via substantively diﬀerent analysis techniques.
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Empirical Results on Sparse Erdös-Rényi Graphs

In the previous section we proved that if the clusters (each Vi ) in a clustered
Erdös-Rényi graphs were dense enough and the inter-cluster edge density (fraction of edges between nodes in diﬀerent Vi ) was relatively low, then Max-LPA
would correctly converge in just 2 rounds. Speciﬁcally, our result requires each

1/4
log n
cluster to be Erdös-Rényi random graph G(n, p) with p = O
. In
n
this section we ask: how does Max-LPA behave if individual clusters are much
sparser? For example, how does Max-LPA behave on G(n, p) with much smaller
n
p, say p = c·log
for some c > 1. The proof technique used in the previous section
n
does not extend to such small values of p. However, we believe that Max-LPA
converges quickly and correctly even on clustered Erdös-Rényi graphs whose
n
clusters are of the type G(n, p) for p = c·log
for c > 1. In this section, we ask
n
(and empirically answer) two questions:
1. Can one expect there to be a constant c such that Max-LPA, when run
n
on G(n, p) with p ≥ c log
will, with high probability, terminate with one
n
community. If the answer to Question 1 is “yes” what might the running
time of Max-LPA, as a function of n be for appropriate values of p.
2. Consider a clustered Erdös-Rényi graph with two parts V1 and V2 of equal

n
size, and each pi = c log
for some c > 1. Let p = cn for some c . Are
n
there constants c, c for which Max-LPA will quickly converge and correctly
identify (V1 , V2 ) as the community structure?
n
We are interested in values of p of the form c·log
because logn n is the threshold
n
for connectivity in Erdös-Rényi graphs [6]. For the details about the simulation
setup and results reader is referred to the full version of this paper [15].
We observed in our simulations that Max-LPA when executed on Erdösn
and c > 1, with high probability, terminate with
Rényi graphs with p = c log
n
one community. It also seems to be the case that as c increases, we are getting
more single community runs. We also observed that the running time seems to
grow in a linear fashion with logarithm of graph size. Also as c increases the
running time decreases, which implies that as the graph becomes more dense
Max-LPA converges more quickly to a single community. Our results lead us to
conjecture that when Max-LPA is executed on Erdös-Rényi graphs G(n, p) with
p = O( logn n ) it will, with high probability, terminate with a single community in
O(log n) rounds. To answer the second question mentioned above, we executed
Max-LPA on G(Π, π, p ) with Π = (V1 , V2 ), |V1 | = |V2 | = n/2, π = (p, p),
p = 0.6/n for various values of n and p. We observed that as p increases, MaxLPA converges and correctly identiﬁes (V1 , V2 ) as the community structure.

5

Future Work

We believe that with some reﬁnements, the analysis technique used to show
O(log n)-rounds convergence of Max-LPA on paths, can be used to show
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poly-logarithmic convergence on sparse graphs in general, e.g., those with degree
bounded by a constant. This is one direction we would like to take our work in.
At this point the techniques used in Section 3 do not seem applicable to more
sparse clustered Erdös-Rényi graphs. But if we were willing to allow more time
for Max-LPA to converge, say O(log n) rounds, could we signiﬁcantly weaken
the requirements on the pi ’s and p ? Speciﬁcally, could we permit an intracommunity probability pi to become as small as c log n/n for some constant
c > 1? Similarly, could we permit the inter-community probability p to come
much closer to the smallest pi , say within a constant factor? This is another
direction for our research.
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